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Abstract

We present a method for efficiently tracking objects rep-
resented as constellations of parts by integrating out the
shape of the model. Parts-based models have been success-
fully applied to object recognition and tracking. However,
the high dimensionality of such models present an obsta-
cle to traditional particle filtering approaches. We can ef-
ficiently use parts-based models in a particle filter by ap-
plying Rao-Blackwellization to integrate out continuous pa-
rameters such as shape. This allows us to maintain multi-
ple hypotheses for the pose of an object without the need
to sample in the high-dimensional spaces in which parts-
based models live. We present experimental results for a
challenging biological tracking task.

1. Introduction
We are interested in tracking insects in video, a task compli-
cated by the fact that insects exhibit non-rigid motion. Like
other tracking targets, such as people, insects are physically
composed of multiple parts that flex and bend with respect
to each other. We would like to model this flexible mo-
tion, which is hypothesized to improve the performance of
our tracker and increase the richness of the data that can be
used for subsequent analysis. As such, we adopt a model
that incorporates an object’s individual parts, modeling the
joint configuration of the parts as a whole, and modeling
the appearance of each part individually. We show how
to efficiently incorporate such a model into a particle filter
by treating the shape analytically and sampling only over
pose, a process commonly known asRao-Blackwellization.
We use Expectation-Maximization (EM) to learn appear-
ance and shape parameters for these models and perform
tracking with a Rao-Blackwellized particle filter.

We adopt the framework of [5] to model insects as flexi-
ble constellations of parts. Though parts-based models have
a long history of use in computer vision, a powerful proba-
bilistic formulation for modeling objects composed of flex-
ible parts was first offered by Burl, Weber, and Perona [2]
and later extended by Fergus, Perona, and Zisserman [5]. In
their formulation, each part has a location, appearance, and
relative scale, and the shape of an object is represented as

Figure 1: Parts-constellation model of a bee. We learn a
joint shape distribution on part configurations, as well as
an appearance model for each part. The mean appearance
and pose of each part are shown above. Ellipses show indi-
vidual part covariances. By integrating over shape, we can
efficiently incorporate such a model into a particle filter.

the relative location of its parts. We apply this framework
to the problem of tracking moving objects in video. Other
parts-based methods have been used for tracking as well.
A parts-based method for tracking loose-limbed people in
3D over multiple views is presented in [15], which makes
use of bottom-up part-detectors to detect possible part loca-
tions in each frame. Our method takes a related approach,
but uses an image registration technique based on the well-
known Lucas-Kanade algorithm [10] for locally registering
part templates. In contrast to [15], we are tracking a target
across a single view containing many other identical targets.

Rao-Blackwellization, as applied to particle filters, is a
method to analytically compute a portion of the distribu-
tion over the state space, so as to reduce the dimensional-
ity of the sampled space and the number of samples used.
Rao-Blackwellized particle filters (RBPFs) have previously
been applied to several estimation problems, including in-
sect tracking. In [9], an RBPF was used to incorporate sub-
space appearance models into particle filter tracking of in-
sects. In [14], the authors integrate over the 2D target po-
sitions and sample over measurement target assignments to
track people based on noisy position measurements from IR
sensors. In [6], de Freitas uses an RBPF for fault detection
where Kalman filters are applied over continuous parame-
ters and samples obtained over discrete fault states. And fi-
nally, in [12], the authors integrate over landmark locations
in a robotics application where the goal is to localize a robot
while simultaneously building a map of the environment.



2. A Bayesian Filtering Approach
Bayesian filtering is a traditional approach to the target
tracking problem in which, at timet, we recursively esti-
mate the posterior distributionP (Xt|Z1:t) of some stateXt

conditioned on all measurementsZ1:t up to timet as:

P (Xt|Z1:t) ∝ P (Zt|Xt) (1)∫
Xt−1

P (Xt|Xt−1)P (Xt−1|Z1:t−1)

We call P (Zt|Xt) the measurement modeland
P (Xt|Xt−1) themotion model.

When applying a Bayes filter to the problem of parts-
based tracking, the stateXt = (Yt, St) has two compo-
nents: theposeYt of the target and theshapeSt describing
the configuration of parts. The measurementsZ1:t = I1:t

are imagesIt observed at timet in a video sequence.
By analogy to equation (1), if we wanted to compute

the posterior distributionP (Yt, St|I1:t) on both poseYt and
shapeSt, the corresponding Bayes filter would be computed
by integrating over both the poseYt−1 and the shapeSt−1

at the previous time stept− 1:

P (Yt, St|I1:t) = kP (It|Yt, St)∫
Yt−1

∫
St−1

P (Yt, St|Yt−1, St−1)P (Yt−1, St−1|I1:t−1)

(2)

By integrating over the current shapeSt on both sides of
equation 2 we obtain a marginal filter on the poseYt alone :

P (Yt|I1:t) = k

∫
St

P (It|Yt, St)×∫
Yt−1

∫
St−1

P (Yt, St|Yt−1, St−1)P (Yt−1, St−1|I1:t−1)

In our model, we will assume that (a) the motion of the tar-
get is independent of shape, and (b) that there is no tempo-
ral coherence to the shape. Taking into account these inde-
pendence assumptions the joint motion term factors into the
product of a simpler motion modelP (Yt|Yt−1) and a shape
modelP (St|Yt):

P (Yt, St|Yt−1, St−1) ∝ P (Yt|Yt−1)P (St|Yt)

Thus the final form of our exact marginal Bayes filter is:

P (Yt|I1:t) = k

∫
St

P (It|Yt, St)P (St|Yt)×∫
Yt−1

∫
St−1

P (Yt|Yt−1)P (Yt−1, St−1|I1:t−1) (3)

We describe a Monte Carlo approximation of this Bayes fil-
tering distribution in Section 4.

3. The Parts-Constellation Model
To fully specify the above Bayes filter in equation (3), we
need to define an appearance modelP (It|Yt, St), a shape
modelP (St|Yt), and a motion modelP (Yt|Yt−1). Here, we
describe our appearance and shape models in more detail.
The motion model does not depend on shape, and is thus
not specific to our approach.

3.1. Appearance Model
If we define the imageI as the union of foreground and
background image regionsF (Y, S) andB(Y, S), whose po-
sition and extent have a functional dependence on both pose
Y and shapeS, the appearance model factors as:

P (I|Y, S) = P (F (Y, S), B(Y, S)|Y, S)
= PF (F (Y, S))PB(B(Y, S))

HerePF andPB are distributions on the foreground and
background models, respectively. This factorization is valid
if we assume no overlap between foreground and back-
ground regions in the image. Similar to the approach taken
by [2] and [5], we can arrive at a formulation of the image
likelihood purely in terms ofF , the foreground region of
interest, by multiplying both sides of this expression by a
constant:

= PF (F (Y, S))PB(B(Y, S))
PB(F (Y, S))
PB(F (Y, S))

= PB(F (Y, S), B(Y, S))
PF (F (Y, S))
PB(F (Y, S))

∝ PF (F (Y, S))
PB(F (Y, S))

Finally, we break the foregroundF into multiple regionsFn

corresponding to the individual parts of the model, obtain-
ing a product of likelihood ratios

P (I|Y, S) ∝
∏
n

PFn(Fn(Y, S))
PB(Fn(Y, S))

(4)

where each part of the foregroundFn is evaluated according
to a different foreground distributionPFn .

3.2. Shape Model
Shape is modeled as a joint Gaussian distributionP (S|Y )
on part positions and is parameterized byθshape =
{µshape,Σshape}. For example, if there areN parts and
each part has both a location and an orientation, thenΣshape

is a full 3N × 3N covariance matrix. This is similar to the
shape model from [5]. The shape model is conditioned on
poseY simply because the meanµshape is defined with re-
spect to the target’s current position.



Figure 2: Learned parameters for the foreground image
models of the parts of a bee. The left column shows the
mean pixel values of each part, while the right column
shows the pixel variance.

4. A Rao-Blackwellized Particle Filter

Our Bayes filtering distribution can be approximated
with a particle filter [7, 8, 3] in which the posterior
P (Yt−1, St−1|I1:t−1) is represented by a set of weighted
particles. Using a traditional particle filter, we would sam-
ple a poseYt from the motion modelP (Yt|Yt−1), sample a
shapeSt from the shape modelP (St|Yt), and then weight
this joint sample using the appearance modelP (It|Yt, St).
However, these joint samples on pose and shape live in such
a high-dimensional space that approximating the posterior
distribution requires an intractably large number of parti-
cles, potentially making a parts-based model infeasible.

In a “Rao-Blackwellized” particle filter (RBPF) [13]
we analytically integrate out shape and only sample over
pose. Thus, we can achieve the same performance as
a traditional particle filter with vastly fewer particles.
As in [9], we approximate the posteriorP (Yt, St|I1:t)
over the state{Yt, St} with a set of hybrid particles
{Y (j)

t , w
(j)
t , α

(j)
t (St)}M

j=1, wherew
(j)
t is the particle’s im-

portance weight and each particle has its own conditional
distributionα

(j)
t (St) on shapeSt:

α
(j)
t (St)

∆= P (St|Y (j)
t , I1:t)

∝ P (It|Y (j)
t , St)P (St|Y (j)

t )

The hybrid samples constitute a Monte Carlo approximation
to the posterior termP (Yt, St|I1:t) as follows:

P (Yt, St|I1:t) ≈ P (Yt|I1:t)P (St|Yt, I1:t) (5)

≈
∑

j

w
(j)
t δ(Y (j)

t , Yt)α
(j)
t (St)

By substituting this approximate posterior (5) into formula
(3) for the exact marginal Bayes filter, we obtain the follow-

ing Monte Carlo approximation to the marginal filter:

P (Yt|I1:t) ≈ k

∫
St

P (It|Yt, St)P (St|Yt)

×
∑

i

w
(i)
t−1P (Yt|Y (i)

t−1)α
(i)
t−1(St−1)

Thus, the Rao-Blackwellized particle filter proceeds
through the following steps:

Algorithm 1 Rao-Blackwellized Parts-Constellation Filter

1. Select a particleY (i)
t−1 from the previous time step ac-

cording to weightsw(i)
t−1.

2. Sample a new particlêY (j)
t from the motion model

P (Yt|Y (i)
t−1)

3. Calculate the posterior densityα
(j)
t (St) on shapeSt:

α
(j)
t (St) = P (It|Y (j)

t , St)P (St|Y (j)
t )

4. Compute the importance weightw
(j)
t =

∫
St

α
(j)
t (St)

(see Section 4.1 below).

4.1. Computing Importance Weights
The importance weight computation involves an integra-
tion over shapeSt, but it is tractable becauseα(j)

t (St)
is a Gaussian. The integral ofany function q(x) ∆=
k exp

{
− 1

2‖µ− x‖2
Σ

}
proportional to a Gaussian is∫

x

q(x) = k

∫
x

exp
{
−1

2
‖µ− x‖2

Σ

}
= k

√
|2πΣ|

where‖µ − x‖2
Σ

∆= (µ − x)T Σ−1(µ − x) is the squared
Mahalanobis distancefrom x to µ with covariance matrix
Σ. Note that the constantk is equal toq(µ), as

q(µ) = k exp
{
−1

2
‖µ− µ‖2

Σ

}
= k exp

{
−1

2
0
}

= k

Hence, withµ the mode ofq(x), we have∫
x

q(x) = q(µ)
√
|2πΣ| (6)

Observe that ifα(j)
t (St) is a product of all Gaussian

terms, then it is itself Gaussian. Thus, the only constraint
on our model is that the shape model, foregroundPFn

(.)
and backgroundPB(.) models be normally distributed.



We find the mode ofα(j)
t (St), which we denote byS∗

t ,
by optimization. We use an inverse-compositional variant
of the Lucas-Kanade algorithm [10, 1] which optimizes the
shape by registering templates for each part (the means of
the foreground distributionsPFn

(.)) to the measured image
It. See section 6 for an explanation of the assumptions un-
derlying this approach. Finally, we apply the above property
of Gaussians (6) to compute our importance weight:

w
(j)
t =

∫
St

α
(j)
t (St)

= α
(j)
t (S∗

t )
√
|2πΣ|

= P (It|Y (j)
t , S∗

t )P (S∗
t |Y

(j)
t )

√
|2πΣ|

∝
∏
n

PFn(Fn(Y (j)
t , S∗

t ))

PB(Fn(Y (j)
t , S∗

t ))
P (S∗

t |Y
(j)
t )

√
|2πΣ|

5. Learning Model Parameters
For a part-based model withN parts, we must learn the
shape parametersθS = {µS ,ΣS}, and appearance param-
etersθI = {θF1 , . . . , θFN

, θB} (see figure 2). Given a set
of training imagesI1:T , we use expectation-maximization
(EM) [4, 11], starting from an initial estimate for the pa-
rametersθ = {θS , θI}. Here, we assume poseY is given
and treat shapeS as a hidden variable.

E-Step The goal of the E-step is to calculate the posterior
distributionP (S|Y, I, θ) on shape for each training image
given the current estimate of the parametersθ. Note that this
distribution is almost identical to the conditional distribu-
tion α(S) on shape from the RBPF. Thus, in the E-step, we
essentially create a set of hybrid particles each with given
poseYt and distributionαt(St|θ) defined with respect to
the current parameter estimates:

P (S|Y, I, θ) ∝
∏
n

PFn
(Fn(Y, S)|θFn

)
PB(Fn(Y, S)|θB)

P (S|Y, θS) (7)

M-Step In the M-step, we maximize the expected log-
posteriorQ(θ; θold) with respect toθ to obtain a new set
of parametersθnew.

θnew = argmax
θ

Q(θ; θold)

We defineS∗
t as the optimal shape for training imageIt

according to equation 7 . This optimal shape is obtained
using image registration as explained before in Section 4.1.
We compute the expected log-posteriorQ(θ; θold):

= E[log P (I|Y, S, θI) + log P (S|Y, θS)]P (S|Y,I,θold)

=
∑

t

[
∑

n

[log PFn(Fn(Yt, S
∗
t )|θFn)−

log PB(Fn(Yt, S
∗
t )|θB)] + log P (S∗

t |Yt, θS)]

Intuitively, after we find the set of optimal shapesS∗
1:T , find-

ing theθ that maximizesQ(θ; θold) is equivalent to calcu-
lating the mean and covariance directly from the shapes and
appearances defined byS∗

1:T . Note that the background pa-
rametersθB are not updated during EM.

6. Experimental Results

Figure 3: Tracking a dancing honey bee in an active hive is
a difficult task, further complicated by the non-rigid shape
of the bee and the complex “waggle” portion of the dance.

We used the parts-based Rao-Blackwellized particle fil-
ter to track a dancing honey bee in an active hive (see fig-
ure 3), a difficult task that is of interest to biologists study-
ing honey bee behavior. There are over 120 bees in frame
throughout the video and they often collide and/or occlude
each other. The “waggle” portion of a bee’s dance involves
complex motion that is not easily modeled, while the “turn-
ing” portion of the dance bends a bee’s body in a way that
is difficult to model with only a single template.

We represent the pose of a bee as a vectorY = {x, y, θ}
including 2D position(x, y) and rotationθ. The center of
rotation of each target is 20 pixels from the front of its head.
We model a bee as consisting ofN = 3 parts of size 30x20
pixels each. Each part has its own pose{xn, yn, θn} with
respect to the poseY of the entire bee, such that the shape
S of bee composed ofN parts is represented by a3×N di-
mensional vector. Therefore, for our task, the shape model
is a 9-dimensional Gaussian on joint shape configurationS,
the motion model is a 3-dimensional Gaussian on change
in poseY , and the appearance model puts a 3-dimensional
(R,G,B) Gaussian on every pixel of each foreground region
F1:N , while the backgroundB is modeled with a single 3-
dimensional Gaussian on the average color of a region.

The parameters of the shape, appearance, and motion
models were learned from a training data set consisting of



Tracking Method Particles Failures Mean Translation Error Mean Rotation Error Mean Time/Frame

Lucas-Kanade - 49 4.87 pixels 0.42 rad 0.25 s
1-Part PF 540 50 2.63 pixels 0.12 rad 0.89 s

3-Part RBPF 80 24 5.97 pixels 0.27 rad 0.85 s

Table 1: The parts-based RBPF using only 80 particles fails less than half as many times as two other trackers that do not
model shape, including a template-registration method and a single-template particle filter that uses 540 particles.

Particles Failures Mean Translation Error Mean Rotation Error Mean Time/Frame

100 53 4.63 pixels 0.26 rad 0.97 s
200 45 4.27 pixels 0.20 rad 1.60 s
400 50 4.01 pixels 0.19 rad 2.98 s
800 39 3.68 pixels 0.18 rad 5.64 s
1600 51 3.42 pixels 0.13 rad 10.74 s

Table 2: Incorporating a parts-constellation model into a traditional particle filter without Rao-Blackwellization requires
many more samples and still does not achieve the performance level of the RBPF.

807 frames of hand-labeled bee poses. The shape and ap-
pearance models were learned simultaneously by applying
EM to a subset of 50 frames of training data. The motion
model was learned from the incremental translations and ro-
tations between successive frames of the entire training set.

We tested our tracker on a video sequence (810 frames
at 720x480 pixels) for which we have hand-labeled ground
truth data. All tests were run on a 2.8 GHz Pentium 4 pro-
cessor. We say a failure occurred when the tracked position
differs from the ground truth position by more than half the
bee’s width (15 pixels). For these experiments, when the
tracker fails, it is reinitialized at the ground truth position
for the current frame and resumes tracking.

First, we compared our parts-based RBPF tracker against
two other tracking methods (see Table 1). The first tracker
(which avoids particles completely) uses an iterative image-
alignment method based on Lucas-Kanade. A single bee
template is aligned to the image in each frame, starting
from the aligned location of the previous frame. The second
tracker is a traditional particle filter with a single-template
appearance model in which no optimization occurs. This
particle filter samples over pose, but shape is not modeled
at all. Using a parts-constellation model decreased the num-
ber of tracking failures by a factor of 2, from 50 to 24.

For comparison, we show the performance in Table 2
of a parts-based model which does not treat shape analyti-
cally and instead samples over both shape and pose. Even
after repeatedly doubling the number of particles to 1600,
the tracking performance does not improve much beyond
the results of the non-shape-based particle filter in Table
1. Because joint samples on shape and pose live in a 12-
dimensional space, an extremely large number of particles
(and processing time) would be needed to match the per-

formance of our 80-particle RBPF tracker. Only with Rao-
Blackwellization do parts-constellation models become ef-
ficient enough to be of use in a particle filter.

In further experiments, we recorded only 3 failures for
an 80-particle RBPF using a more computationally expen-
sive per-pixel background model (see Figure 4), while a
500-particle single-part PF using this model fails roughly
twice as often. The remaining failures occurred during the
“waggle” portion of the dance, suggesting that a more so-
phisticated motion model is necessary to further reduce the
number of tracker failures.

Note that in theory, we should jointly align all parts of the
model simultaneously with respect to both the joint shape
distribution and the individual part appearance models. In
our implementation, we initialize the shape at the mean of
the joint shape distribution, but we are optimizing the ap-
pearance of each part individually. Because the appearance
model often dominates the shape model, this is a reasonable
approximation which is supported by the experiments.

7. Conclusion
The parts-based RBPF tracker presented here reduced
tracker failures by a factor of 2. We used somewhat naive
appearance and motion models, in part, so that we could
isolate and observe more clearly the specific advantages of
a parts-based model for difficult tracking tasks. Only with
the addition of more sophisticated appearance models (e.g.
subspace models) and motion models (e.g. switching linear
dynamic systems) would we expect the tracker to perform
perfectly. What we have demonstrated is that

• parts-constellation models can be beneficial for some
tracking tasks, and that
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(b) From top to bottom: x,y,theta vs. time

Tracker Particles Failures Trans. Err. Rot. Err. Time/Frame

1-Part PF 500 5 2.29 pixels 0.08 rad 2.01 s

3-Part RBPF 80 3 3.02 pixels 0.13 rad 2.03 s

(c) Tracker performance with a more expensive per-pixel background model.

Figure 4:A parts-based RBPF with 80 particles recorded 3 fail-
ures over the course of a bee dance (c). We plot the tracker’s per-
formance against ground truth (a) in a 2D view and (b) in a time
series view. The ground truth trajectory is plotted in blue, the tra-
jectory returned by the tracker is plotted in red, and failures are
indicated with black dots and tick marks in (a) and (b) respec-
tively. Observe that all of the remaining failures occur during the
“waggle” portion of the bee dance.

• Rao-Blackwellization enables the efficient use of
parts-based models for particle filtering.
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